HP Retail Monitors

Everything you could ever want from
a retail monitor in a range of
elegant, reliable, and durable
designs.

The monitor is the focal point of a retail solution, and HP
has a range of retail-hardened monitors tailored to fit your
specific environment. Each has a compact, flexible design
for easy placement on the counter or mounted to a wall,
swing arm or custom solution.1
HP L1506x 15-inch LED Monitor
Reliable, purpose built, and using an industrial panel, this
non-touch display offers increased brightness and a high
contrast ratio for retail environments. The included
accessory rail supports quick and easy mounting of HP
accessories.1
HP L6010 10.4-inch Retail Monitor2
This stylish and compact non-touch display is designed for
increased performance and outstanding durability. The
small size and VESA mount capability make it a great
secondary customer-facing display for sharing engaging
video and graphics or as an operator display in small retail
spaces. The optional stand offers height and tilt adjustment
for additional flexibility.

HP L6015tm 15-inch/HP L6017tm 17-inch Retail Touch
Monitors2
These elegant 15-inch and 17-inch diagonal monitors use
Projected Capacitive touch technology for an intuitive,
familiar multi-touch experience similar to that of
smartphones and tablets. The flush-glass design provides a
modern look and is easy to clean. The monitors have four
mounting ports, for internal integration of optional3
peripherals such as a Magnetic Stripe Reader, Biometric
Fingerprint Reader, and Webcam to enhance functionality
and maximize counter space.
HP L5006tm 15-inch Retail Touch Monitor4
This monitor uses Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) technology
for fast, accurate input through a finger, gloved hand or
stylus.
HP L5009tm 15-inch Retail Touch Monitor
Acoustic Pulse Recognition (APR) technology on this
monitor identifies screen taps by recognizing the sounds
created when the glass is touched at a given position. This
means you can use a pen, credit card, finger or fingernail to
interact with the screen.
Each monitor is backed by a three-year limited warranty.5
For more information about HP Retail Monitors, please visit
www.hp.com/go/pos.

HP Retail Monitors
HP Non-Touchscreen Retail Monitors

Panel size
Native resolution
Brightness6
Contrast ratio6
Input signal

HP L6010 10.4-inch Retail Monitor2 (A1X76AA)
10.4 inches diagonal
1024 x 768
300 nits
700:1
VGA; DisplayPort, DVI-D; HDCP supported
on digital inputs

HP L1506x 15-inch Retail Monitor (LL543AA)
15 inches diagonal
1024 x 768
400 nits
700:1
VGA

HP Touchscreen Retail Monitors

Touch technology
Panel size
Native resolution
Brightness6
Contrast ratio6
Input signal6

Touch technology
Panel size
Native resolution
Brightness6
Contrast ratio6
Input signal

HP L6015tm 15-inch Retail Touch Monitor2 (A1X78AA)
HP L6017tm 17-inch Retail Touch Monitor2 (A1X77AA)
Projected Capacitive
15 inches diagonal
17 inches diagonal
1024 x 768
1280 x 1024
350 nits
270 nits
700:1
800:1
VGA; DisplayPort, DVI-D; HDCP supported on digital inputs

HP L5006tm 15-inch Retail Touch Monitor4 (RB146AA)
Surface Acoustic Wave

HP L5009tm 15-inch Retail Touch Monitor (VK202AA)

15 inches diagonal

Acoustic Pulse Recognition
15 inches diagonal

1024 x 768
225 nits
400:1
VGA

1. Each sold separately. 2. Monitor ships standard as a head unit only. Optional stands (A1X79AA for HP L6010; A1X81AA for HP L6015tm/HP L6017tm) may be purchased separately.3.
Each sold separately. HP does not support the use of any other standard USB device beyond the HP Retail Integrated Fingerprint Reader (QZ672AA), HP Retail Integrated Dual-Head MSR
(QZ673AA), and HP Retail Integrated Webcam (QZ700AA). 4. The L5006tm is only available in select countries. 5. Certain restrictions and exclusions apply. HP Care Pack Services extend
service contracts beyond the standard warranties. Service levels and response times for HP Care Packs may vary depending on your geographic location. Service starts from date of
hardware purchase. To choose the right level of service for your HP product, use the HP Care Pack Services Lookup Tool at www.hp.com/go/lookuptool. Additional HP Care Pack Services
information by product is available at www.hp.com/hps/carepack. 6. All performance specifications represent the typical specifications provided by HP's component manufacturers; actual
performance may vary either higher or lower.
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